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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

APRIL ARTIST CHANGE: Cabaret at The Commons

Feb. 27, 2018 (Columbus, Ind.) – The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic, organizers of Cabaret at The
Commons, announce an artist change in the 2018 Winter/Spring lineup. Due to visa issues, The Puppini
Sisters have canceled their entire US tour and will not be performing in Columbus on April 19.
The Philharmonic is thrilled to welcome award-winning recording artists Johnny Rodgers and Lee Lessack
who have been playing to sold-out audiences all over the country. The duo will re-create Simon and
Garfunkel’s 1981 Central Park reunion concert – which became the seventh-largest attended concert in
history with more than half-a-million attendees. Entitled Simon & Garfunkel: Live in Central Park
[REVISITED], Rodgers and Lessack will present the original 21-song set list showcasing their beautiful
harmonies and lilting guitar with compelling visual projection on Thursday, April 19, 2018 at The Commons
at 7:30 PM.
For questions, please contact the Columbus Indiana Philharmonic Box Office at tickets@thecip.org, or at
812-376-2638, x1.

ABOUT COLUMBUS INDIANA PHILHARMONIC
The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic is proud to partner with The Cabaret in Indianapolis to further its
mission to advocate a life-long interest and involvement in music. The Cabaret is the only arts organization
in Indianapolis dedicated to the art of professional cabaret performance, thus a valuable resource in
recruiting world-traveled, top-notch performers to the Cabaret at The Commons stage. With a full
complement of concerts and music education programs, the Philharmonic is honored to be one of the arts
organizations that contribute to the rich quality of life enjoyed by residents in Columbus and surrounding
counties.
The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic is a public, not-for-profit organization supported by private donations, the
Columbus Area Arts Council, the Indiana Arts Commission, and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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